ALGONQUIN DOG SLED, SKI AND SNOWSHOE
3-Day Award-Winning Winter Adventure: “Footsteps of the Pioneer”

The Algonquin Doglsed, Ski and Snowshoe Adventure offers
fantastic opportunities for an unforgettable winter adventure.
Frozen lakes, waist-deep snow, wildlife tracks, the howl of a wolf
and the crisp clear air are just a few of the delights of winter
adventure in Algonquin. Enjoy delicious meals and relax at night
in a cozy, log cabin.

DAY 1:
Arrive at the Algonquin Log Cabin at 12:30pm. After a tasty
lunch, snowshoe to a forest lookout. Look for wildlife tracks and
learn about Algonquin in winter. Return for appetizers and dinner
in front of the stone fireplace. Later try your hand at torch lit
broomball or skating on the lake.

DAY 2:
Rise and enjoy a hearty, Canadian breakfast. Learn or
refresh back-country ski skills before taking off across Surprise
Lake and the island circuit. Stride and glide through the
hemlock trails and enjoy the silence of the snow laden forest.
Return for a lunch of steaming hot soup, warm beer bread
and fresh salad. The afternoon has options: ski or snowshoe the
highlands of Kettle Lake/Cardiac Hill; ski to the heated wall tent
down Surprise Lake; or relax and grab a book in front of the fire.
Sauna and cocktails before another home-cooked feast finishes the
day.

DAY 3:

"Harnesses, gee and ha, gang lines!" These are just a few of the
expressions you learn in the dog sled orientation before mushing
your own team of huskies on a dog sled day trip. Enjoy lunch on the
trail and return to the dog yard at approximately 3:00pm. Unhook
your team and depart.
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ACCOMMODATION:

This 3-day winter adventure features comfortable accommodations at the Algonquin
Log Cabin. Located at Algonquin Park’s north-west corner, the log cabin features
authentic log cabin construction amidst spectacular wilderness.
Located on Surprise Lake, 8km from Algonquin Access Point #1 and 30 minutes
from any major roads, the Algonquin Log Cabin is the ultimate wilderness retreat.
Fully “off-the-grid”, the Algonquin Log Cabin does not have electricity, increasing its
cozy and unique character.
Accommodation is double occupancy with shared indoor washrooms, as well as a sauna
and shower cabin. Group size is limited to 12 guests and two Voyageur Quest
guides who prepare delicious meals allowing you to put up your feet after an
invigorating day on the trail.

HOW MUCH EXPERIENCE DO YOU NEED?

None! This winter adventure is for people at any level of experience. Dog sled, ski and
snowshoe skills are taught before and during excursions. You should be able to be
active for up to 4 hours at a time.

Click to
416-486-3605

Visit the Algonquin Park Log Cabin Photo Gallery online!
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